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While you are on the 12weekATHLETE journey, you will be 
using 4 different methods to track your progress. The first 
one will be taking progress pictures, the second method will 
be filming your workouts, the third one will be taking your 
body measurements and the fourth and final method will 
be tracking your body weight. I’ve noticed a much higher 
success rate with my personal clients when they were 
consistently tracking their progress. Moreover, it’s probably 
the strongest motivator to keep going.

Often, we use body weight as an indicator of our physical 
fitness and weight loss progress. Unfortunately, for those of 
you who attempt to change their physique and still don’t see 
pounds dropping off on the scale each week, it can be easy 
to get discouraged—even when you feel as though you look 
better when looking in the mirror. 

The truth, however, is that losing weight on the scales tells 
you nothing about which parts of your body are reducing in 
size. By focusing entirely on “weight”, you forget about the 
fact that fat, muscle, water and bone all play an important 
part in what you see on the scales each week. Photos 
and body measurements don’t lie and can really show you 
where you made the biggest changes even if the scale didn’t 
change at all.

When it comes to measuring your progress, it’s essential 
that you take pictures, take body measurements and weigh 
yourself in the same circumstances each time. On the 

flipside, you can shoot your workout videos whenever you do 
your training sessions.

Please follow these guidelines to measure your 
progress when taking pictures, body measurements 
and doing weigh-ins:

    • On the same day every week (e.g. Monday mornings).
    • At the same time (preferably in the morning on an       
 empty stomach).
    • Wearing the same clothes (shorts, bra or crop top should   
 be sufficient).
    • Standing in the same spot (when taking photos).
    • Use the same body part area (when taking body    
 measurements).
    • Using the same camera (when taking photos).
    • Using the same scales (when weighing yourself).
 
Please follow these guidelines to measure your 
progress when recording your workouts.

    • Using the same camera (when taking videos).
    • Use the same camera angle (when recording same    
 exercises).
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Progress pictures are the primary tracking tool throughout 
the 12WeekATHLETE , so I want to provide you with some 
guidance on how to take the best possible progress picture:
DO’S:

DO’S:

DONT’S:

DONT’S:

First, take your “before picture” ahead of starting the   
12WeekATHLETE program.
It’s best to take 3 different poses—1 frontal view, 1 side 
view and 1 back view picture.
Even though I put reminders into the program, I suggest you  
set up an additional reminder on your phone every 4 weeks  
to retake your pictures.
Always take full body shots, meaning your whole body   
should be visible in the picture.
Always take the pictures in the same environment (same  
room, same lighting, same time, same camera, etc.) .
Try to maintain a relaxed, natural stance, keeping your feet  
together and your arms slightly away from your body.
Males wear underwear or shorts and females wear a crop  
top or bra, underwear or shorts.
The picture should always be taken from the same camera  
angle.

Start by recording your very first workout, to get into the  
habit of recording your training sessions
Tag your workout videos like this 12WA_Phase1_   
week2_01012016     
Good lighting improves the quality of your videos; shooting  
in daylight is the best
You can record as many workouts as you wish, but I’d   
recommend you record at least 2 sessions in each training  
phase     
Use a video editing app or software to cut your final   
transformation video (optional)

Do not buy a professional video camera - your phone will be 
sufficient.
Do not delete any videos you record (as you might want to 
create a transformation video).
Do not use too many filters whilst editing your video - keep 
the videos short and simple.

Do not use photo editing software—keep the pictures the 
way they are.
Do not delete any pictures you take (later on, you will thank  
me for this one).
Do not cover your face or crucial body parts.
Do not pose like in a model picture.

Workout videos are the secondary and important tracking 
tool throughout the 12WeekATHLETE, as it’s easy to forget 
how far you’ve come. Therefore I want to make sure you 
know how to get the best video quality:

How do I take progress 
pICtures?

how do i record 
workout videos?
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how do i tAke my body 
meAsurements?

how do i weight myself?

You’ll need a measuring tape for this section. I created a 
little spreadsheet below for you to fill in your measurements 
to make this process as easy as possible. You will be taking 
these body measurements 4 times throughout the entire 
12WeekATHLETE program. The first one will be on the day 
you start and then you’ll take them every time you finish a 
program phase, which lasts 4 weeks or 30 days. This will 
give you a good indication of the progress you are making.

I recommend you weigh yourself every Monday morning 
straight after you get up on an empty stomach, which means 
you don’t have breakfast first. Please don’t get obsessed 
with your weight as it’s not the most important measurement 
of your transformational success. I included some reminders 
in the 12WeekATHLETE for you so that you don’t forget to 
keep track of your progress!

I feel very honoured when my clients share their 
transformational progress pictures and videos with me, and I 
always praise my clients for their accomplishments. For that 
reason, I’d like to encourage you to do the same! 

Please feel free to send me your progress pictures and 
videos via email to transformation@12weekathlete.com or 
just tag me in your photos or videos via Instagram by adding 
@marcdressen or #12weekATHLETE.

body pArt
stArt
(dAy 1)

finished 
phAse 1 
(dAy 30)

finished 
phAse 2 
(dAy 60)

finished 
phAse 3 
(dAy 90)

BICeP

CheST

WAIST

hIP

ThIGh

CALF
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